
Erection instructions for your 3m wide Commercial/Professional DIY Marquee

You should receive several boxes containing marquee parts:

One box (the heaviest) will contain the roof, others will contain the side panels, knuckles/joints and the long boxes will contain the long metal 
poles.

We find it useful to open the boxes with all of the knuckles etc and place the numbered parts in separate piles before beginning assembly.

If the ground is very muddy covering the ground with polythene will stop the equipment getting dirty (we have done this in most of our 
photographs)

Several videos showing DIY Marquees being erected can be found on our website under the 'videos' tab
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panel
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panel
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leg

cover*

Middle
leg

cover*

Roof

3x2m x4 x9 x4 x4 x2 x6 x0 x4 x0 x2 x2 x2 x4 x0 x1

3x4m x6 x16 x4 x4 x2 x6 x3 x4 x2 x2 x4 x2 x4 x2 x1

3x6m x8 x23 x4 x4 x2 x6 x6 x4 x4 x2 x6 x2 x4 x4 x1

3x8m x10 x30 x4 x4 x2 x6 x9 x4 x6 x2 x8 x2 x4 x6 x1

3x10m x12 x37 x4 x4 x2 x6 x12 x4 x8 x2 x10 x2 x4 x8 x1

3x12m x14 x44 x4 x4 x2 x6 x15 x4 x10 x2 x12 x2 x4 x10 x1

cap bolt Used to hold framework
together 

8cm short bungee Used to attach end 
panels (eyelet to eyelet)

43mm eye-bolt 16cm long bungee Used to attach roof and 
sides to framework

18cm long, 4mm 
diameter tent peg

Used to hold down rain 
skirt

18cm long 6mm 
diameter tent peg

Used to hold footplates 
in position

*on some models leg covers are already attached to the window and/or wall panels
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Before starting:

Please note that part of the galvanising treatment leaves a small amount of grease on the long poles, this prevents tarnishing while in 
transport/storage. To prevent the grease marking your marquee we advise wiping the long poles with a cloth or paper towelling –this can be 
done individually or when the frame is connected together.

It is the responsibility of the people erecting the marquee:
i) To ensure the site is suitable
ii) To ensure it is safe to erect the marquee
iii) To make sure there are sufficient anchoring points for the marquee
iv) To decide if the weather conditions are suitable – marquees are not designed for use in extreme weather conditions including but not 

limited to: strong winds, snow, lightning.

Please note if there is any doubt whether the size of marquee is correct for you or not do not open the boxes containing PVC. To confirm the 
exact footprint of the marquee you can assemble the groundbars and footplates alone (see step 5) which should give a good indication. 
Once a roof has been opened it is used and as such cannot be returned.
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Part 5
Part 1

Part 1

Part 6/7

Part 6
/7 Part 6/7

Illustration 1: Ensure the holes drilled through the middle of 

Step 1: Assembling the apexes

Parts required: 1,4,5,6,7, eye-bolts, cap bolts and nuts
 Lay out on the ground all parts for the first apex as per the diagram using

part 6 connectors at the top and sides. 
 Slide the Pole Collars (almost circular pieces slightly larger than the pipe

with two tabs sticking out) along the part 1 roof poles. The part 5
braces bolt on to these collars using cap bolts and nuts, ensure the
bolts are done up sufficiently tightly so the collars grip the pole.

 Finally lock the part 1’s in place using eye-bolts in the holes in the top of
 the part 6s

Repeat the above process again to give the apex for the opposite end of the marquee.

Now repeat this process using part 7 instead of part 6 to make middle A-frames. Note middle A-frames do not require the braces and collars 
(part 5 & 4). You will require the number of end frames and middle frames as per the table below

3x2m 3x4m 3x6m 3x8m 3x10m 3x12m

End A-frames x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2

Middle A-frames x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

You should now have all apexes assembled – 2 end apexes that can sit flat on the ground and middle apexes as per the table.
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Step 2: Assembling the roof frame

Parts required: 2, eye-bolts
 Take an end A-frame to where you would like the marquee to begin and insert part 2’s into each of the 3 

joints sticking out. Ensure they are firmly in place and hold using an eye-bolt.
 Take a middle A-frame and attach it onto the end of the three part 2’s coming from the end A-frame.
Tip: When attaching A-frames onto part 2 pipes start in the middle and work down each side of the frame. Only 
push in a small amount at a time.
 Hold the pipes firmly in place using eye-bolts.
 It is very important to ensure each part 2 pipe is pushed firmly in to each socket – failure to do this 

could result in a longer marquee and the roof won't fit

Repeat the above three steps for all remaining A-frames – make sure you finish using the remaining end A-frame.

Please note if there is any doubt whether the size of marquee is correct for you or not do not go any further in assembling the marquee. To 
confirm the exact footprint of the marquee you can assemble the groundbars and footplates alone (see step 5) which should give a good 
indication. Once a roof has been opened it is used and as such cannot be returned.
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Attaching the roof requires bungees

Using bungees

 Feed the bungee through the eyelet on the roof
 Pull the elastic round the back of the pipe
 Loop the elastic back over the white plastic ball

Note: Keep the smaller sized bungees to one side as they are used for the end panels.

Step 3: Attaching the roof

Parts required: roof, long bungees
 As the roof is quite heavy we recommend unfolding it along the ridge of the marquee 
 Pull the roof out to either corner – we find it easiest to have one person at each end and

one in the middle. The eyelets should be on the inside of the roof.
 If it is windy you may need to climb under the roof and use bungees to attach the roof

onto the frame to stop it blowing away (if it isn’t windy it is much easier to leave it until
one side is erected)

 Lastly where the roof is pulled tightly over each corner fold the PVC back on itself so it is no longer taught. This is only temporary to allow 
movement in the frame while the legs are put in and avoids any unnecessary damage to the roof.

If the frame seems too long for the roof then a part 2 pipe is not fully inserted in to the socket (from Step 3), remove the roof and ensure each
part 2 pipe is firmly inserted before proceeding with the roof.
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Step 4: Erecting the marquee

Parts required: 2,8,9, eye-bolts, long bungees, muscles
1. Take part 2 pipes (the legs) and lay them out next to the long sides of the marquee 2m apart
2. Attach part 8 ground plates onto each end leg and part 9 ground plates onto the middle legs. Hold in

place using eye-bolts.

Now comes the heavy part..

3. Starting at one end lift the corner of the marquee and insert the end leg into the corner of the marquee
(part 6). Use an eye-bolt to hold in place.

4. Lift the next bay of the marquee and insert a middle leg (into part 7) using an eye-bolt to
hold in place.

5. Continue this until all the legs are in place on one side of the marquee.
Tips: Have one person inserting the legs and everyone else lifting the marquee.

Be sure to lock the legs in place using eye-bolts to avoid them dropping out.

This stage is the most convenient to attach the roof onto the frame.

6. Use long bungees in the eyelets of the roof to attach the gables onto the end marquee A-
frames, this pulls out any wrinkles in the roof.

7. Now attach the sides of the roof onto the sides of the marquee frame again using bungees
through the eyelets though leave the last 3 in the corner (to allow movement when the other
side is erected).

The last heavy part.

8. Repeat steps 1-6 for the opposite side of the marquee
10. Put bungees into the corner eyelets - All eyelets on the roof should now have bungees through them attaching to the marquee.
You should now have a roof-only marquee.
If it’s very windy anchor the marquee down now (using tie downs, guy ropes or weights).
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Finish like a pro tips:
• Fitting bungee loops around groundbars (step 6) can be difficult, attach three bungees (one near each end and one in the middle) to 

each groundbar before fitting in step 5 to make it easier for you. Alternatively use a small tent peg to slide under the groundbar when 
fitted, hook the bungee and pull back under.

• Look down both sides of the marquee and ensure all legs are vertical and straight (ie in line with each other)

Step 5: Attaching the ground rails

Ground rails add strength to the structure though you may want to leave them out where you have
an entrance.

Parts required: 2,3,10 eye-bolts 

 Slot a part 2 pipe into each bay along the sides of your marquee (you may need to lift the legs
from side to side to slot the pipe in). Lock the pipe in place using eye-bolts. It is easiest to start
in the middle of one side and work outwards as end legs have more movement.

 The side legs should be vertical so may need pushing towards the opposite side.
 Use a part 10 ground plate and two part 3 pipes at either end to create ground rails across the gable.
 If the ground rails do not span the entire gable it will be because the side legs aren’t vertical – push one side of the marquee in.

(diagram shows a 3x8m marquee layout but the same method is used for all sizes)

If you are fitting solid frame doors then please now refer to page 21
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Step 6: Attaching the walls, windows and leg covers

Parts required: windows, end walls, leg covers, bungees
 Lay the windows out one per bay along the sides and the large wall panels at

each end. 
We recommend guests are always no further than 6m from a zipped exit or clear
opening
 Ensure the eyelets are at the bottom on the inside and windows  have the arch

at the top.
 Undo the bungees in the roof (one bay at a time) and use these to hang the

window (the elastic passes through the eyelet in the roof, round the back of the
pipe, through the eyelet in the window and back over the white plastic ball).

 Use bungees to join walls/windows together (elastic passes through eyelet in
window on right, round the back of the leg, through eyelet in left window and
back over the white plastic ball)

 Use bungees to connect the bottom of the walls/windows to the ground rail.
 Repeat this process with the remaining windows and walls using the smaller bungees on the end of the marquee
 Once the windows and walls are in place the leg covers simply velcro on to cover the joins. Repeat for all leg covers (wider ones in the 

corners).

Finish like a pro tip:
• Ensure all rain skirts are pulled a consistent distance from the marquee and appear straight when looking down the line.
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Step 7: Anchoring your marquee

Parts required: small & large metal pegs, tie down kit (not included, optional extra) or alternative

Important: Do not tie any fixings to the eyelets in the roof, always tie to the metal frame for a strong and secure fixing.

If your marquee is on grass:
• Put one large metal tent peg through the hole on each foot plate.
• Use the small metal pegs to pull the bottom of the windows and walls away from the marquee (if it rains this takes the water further 

away from the marquee.

If your marquee is on a hard standing
• Use heavy weights or use longer ropes to anchor the marquee to posts/stakes away from the hard standing.

In windy conditions additional anchoring points are strongly recommended. It is the responsibility of the people erecting the marquee:
• To ensure the site is suitable
• To ensure it is safe to erect the marquee
• To make sure there are sufficient anchoring points for the marquee.

The strongest way to add anchoring points to your marquee is to use ratchet straps from the joint at the top of a leg going away at an angle 
of 45 degrees to a solid fixing in the ground. This is exactly how DIY Marquee tie down kits are used (see page 14)

You will have plenty of bolts left over –this is intentional! Bolts are the easiest part to lose which is why we supply plenty of spares.

Congratulations on erecting your DIY Marquee!
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General tips on looking after your marquee

 In poor weather the marquee should be inspected regularly:
o Like any marquee strong wind and driving rain can cause ‘pooling’ of water just above the eaves rail, this should be pushed out

from the inside
o In strong winds it is better to have the sides on rather than off (as this leaves a large umbrella-style structure). You should also 

be aware of any wall panels constantly billowing in and out in the wind as this will place extreme stress on the fixings and 
eyelets

o Snow build up on the roof should be avoided as the weight can add considerable strain to the marquee structure. Heating the 
interior of the marquee is usually sufficient for the snow to melt/drop off.

o Your marquee should not be used in severe weather conditions
 Do not store the pvc or lining when wet. Wet pvc and linings can suffer from mildew and the window panels can turn cloudy if left in a 

wet condition. If the marquee must be dismantled when wet, try to find somewhere to hang/lay out the pvc and linings to dry as soon 
as possible (preferably within the next few days).

 When cutting cable ties (used for attaching the lining and lighting) ensure ONLY the cable tie is cut, not the marquee, lining or 
electrical cable. We find wire cutters the best tool for this.

 The pvc can be cleaned using washing up liquid or TFR (traffic film remover) available from Halfords/Auto factors.
 The lining can be washed in a washing machine using normal washing powder at 40 degrees. We recommend washing it just before 

putting it up, the lining will then dry in position avoiding any creases etc (make sure your hands are clean beforehand!)

We hope you have many years happiness with your DIY Marquee, remember should you need any spares we sell each part separately.
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Troubleshooting:

Problem Likely cause Solution

The roof appears to be too small for the marquee. In step 3 the part 2 pipes were not pushed far 
enough in to the sockets making the marquee 
appear too long for the roof.

Check each pipe 2 is firmly in to each socket.
Alternatively use a tape measure to find out which
bay is longer than the others.

The ground bars at the end of the marquee are 
not long enough

The end legs are not upright Straighten the legs – the ground bars give a good
indication of spacing and exactly where the legs 
should be

The velcro for the leg covers is on the inside The wall or window is inside out Remove the panel and replace with the velcro on 
the outside

There are not enough long bungee loops Roof and walls using 2 bungees rather than the 
same one

Use the same bungee in the roof to attach the 
walls and windows

The wave drape edge flaps around in the wind It is very windy Insert a long bungee through the eyelets on the 
outside of the roof and wrap around the eye-bolt 
in the leg – this will stop the drape flapping in the 
wind but still allow some movement
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Operating and positioning tie down kits

Connecting to eaves rail:

Wrap the 'figure of eight' webbing around the pole and then back through itself to give a secure fixing to the
marquee.

Note: Always places straps around the knuckles at the top of a leg, never in the middle of a bay.

Positioning the marquee stakes

Position a tie down at the top of each leg going out at 45 degrees*.

The stakes should be positioned approximately 2 metres* away from the marquee to obtain a good angle
for anchoring the marquee.

• * These are ideals which may need to be compromised when location and access are taken into consideration.

Finish like a pro tip:
• Ensure all stakes are a consistent distance from the marquee and appear straight when looking down the line.

Tightening/Slackening ratchet straps

 Thread strap up through barrel and back on itself
 Pull strap tight, then ratchet lever to secure strap tight. Ratchet at least two wraps around barrel
 To release tension, push spring-loaded retaining lock and simultaneously pull strap.
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How to lay DIY Marquee carpet

If the carpet is to be laid on a hard surface (tarmac or a patio for eg)
then you simply use double sided tape (not supplied) to stick all of
the edges of the carpet down to the floor and stick the overlapping
layers, you will not require the underlay or nails
For grass surfaces: First off you need to lay out a groundsheet or
tarpaulin, this stops any moisture coming up and prevents
condensation building up. Grass is tough stuff, even if it’s covered for
a week it soon gets back to normal. Underlays are supplied in 4x6m
sections, overlay them slightly to cover the area. Just fold over any
edges that are too large, it doesn’t matter if the groundsheet is a little
short in places.

Next you need to cut the carpet to the right length - we’ve used a 6m
x 12m marquee with the rolls running lengthways as an example but
obviously just cut it to whatever size required based on running the
carpet lengthways or widthways. At this stage you only nail the ends
of the carpet.

If you have any joins in the carpet (as you will for 6mx14m marquees for example) then just nail down along the join.
Please note: This carpet is not colourfast, care should be taken if the surface becomes wet.
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..

The carpet needs a little stretching but generally the nails are just to hold the carpet in place.

Finish like a pro tips:
• Keep a consistent distance between nails
• cut the end of the carpet a little longer than necessary and fold over to give a better edge
• use any off-cut of carpet as an entrance mat or path
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Chandelier lighting in a marquee

If you are also lining your marquee then you should have the numbered tabs attached to the top centre poles but nothing else (see page 20).

Chandeliers are positioned in the Velcro slits through the roof lining one bay in from each end. 
Before you put any lighting up you need to think through where you’re going to position the dimmer 
and run the cable:
 
Both chandeliers have a 9m white lead with a 16amp blue plug connected, and a 0.5m lead with a 
16amp blue socket attached. The 0.5m lead with 16amp blue socket is not used on the chandelier 
furthest away from the dimmer

From the furthest chandelier run the 9m lead towards the closest chandelier and plug in to it’s 0.5m 
lead with 16amp blue socket. Cable tie all loose and slack cables up to the metalwork so they do 
not hang down on to the linings

The 9m lead with 16amp blue plug is run down to the dimmer control, plug it in to the 16amp blue 
socket coming out of the back.

The dimmer would normally be positioned by the entrance attached to the pole at the eaves. The 
blue cable connects the dimmer to the house –this is 25m long, if you require a longer distance you 
will require an additional cable.
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Steps for installing chandeliers

Parts required: chandeliers, straps (cable ties), dimmer, blue lead, RCD 13amp plug adapter.

 Assemble both chandeliers by tightening the fittings top and bottom and fitting bulbs
 Start with the chandelier that is to be furthest from the dimmer (both chandeliers are the same, it doesn’t matter which one you use). Reach up under the lining and 

feed the chain of the chandelier through the Velcro slit in the roof lining, use 2 cable ties (for double strength) to hold the top link of the chain to the top pole of the 
marquee. Feed the blue plug, socket and cable from the chandelier up through the Velcro slit and seal it back up as much as possible. The height can be adjusted by
cable tying lower down the chain if necessary.

 Repeat the above process for the second chandelier making sure you pass both of the cables up through the Velcro slit before sealing it back up.
 Take the long lead from the first chandelier and plug it into the socket coming out of the second chandelier. Take the long lead coming out of the second chandelier 

and run it down to the eaves where you would like to position your dimmer control.
 Finish like a pro tip: Tidy up all of the loose cables by cable tying them to the metal poles including any excess cables that would otherwise get in the way or drape 

down on to the lining. Cables resting on linings can be seen from underneath when the marquee is finished so best avoided.
 You can now finish putting up the roof lining.

Note: Do not test the lights while the bulbs are in contact with the lining material, although flame retardant the material can still melt or be marked by 
direct contact to heat.

 Plug the long lead from the second chandelier in to the socket of the dimmer. On the other side of the dimmer is a plug – plug this in to the long blue lead and take it 
out of the marquee across to the house or other power supply.

Tip: Cable tying the dimmer up to the pole at the eaves and taking the blue lead out underneath the outside roof flap means that no cables will be seen inside the 
marquee and the dimmer will be hidden behind the lining pelmet.

 Plug the blue lead in to the socket of the RCD 13amp plug adapter – this can now plug in to any 13 amp socket of a house. Be sure to test the RCD breaker every 
time it is used. 

Congratulations, you have now lit up your DIY Marquee!
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Attaching a roof lining to your DIY Marquee

Your lining is held up with cable ties (supplied) that feed through the white loops sewn in to the back of the lining.

The lining should be attached to the apex ridge first – start at one end (you will need steps) and pull the lining taught as you work your way 
along the 6m length.

Finally pull each side out and cable tie to the side eaves rail, leave the same gap from the frame on either side.

Note: When attaching any roof lining it is always best to start in the middle and work towards each end.

Finish like a pro tip:
• Ensure the pelmet or swag is level all the way round the marquee – this can take some adjusting across the ends where there is no 

eave rail.
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Attaching curtain and wall linings to your DIY Marquee

Wall linings are fitted over all plain PVC wall panels that are not to be used as entrances or exits. Simply cable tie the loops at the top of the 
wall linings on to the pole running along the eaves of the marquee (or cable tie to the nearest available eyelet along the end of the marquee).
Cable tying the bottom two corners of the wall lining back to the groundbar/footplate is usually sufficient to stop it from billowing in the wind.
If two wall linings are fitted next to each other they can be velcroed together.

Curtain linings are purely decorative to cover each leg, they are not intended to pull across the windows like traditional curtains.

Similar to wall linings use cable ties through the loops at the top of the curtains to attach them to the rail above each leg. Space the loops out
as much or as little as you prefer. Along the end of the marquee cable tie to the nearest eyelets in the roof.

Note: If you are putting curtains next to an entrance space the loops close together to avoid people catching themselves on the 
curtain on the way in.

Finally loop the Velcro tab (with the Velcro material on the inside) around the curtain and the metal leg to gather the material.

Finish like a pro tip:
• For curtains put two loops through each cable tie (8 loops = 4 cable tie). This is both quicker and gives a nice and consistent pleated 

effect.
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Fitting solid   frame doors

Our doors take the place of any window panel in the side of the marquee
and should be fitted immediately after fitting the ground bars.

The key with fitting solid frame doors successfully is ensuring the framework
is square. The easiest way to do this is to assemble the 4 long white bars
together (hinges on the outside, U shape bar over the groundbar which may
need the bolts removing, hole in the white ground bar is closest to the
outside) and bolt them in place using the semicircular pieces that fit around
the legs on either side. Hanging the doors will tell you whether the
framework is square or not. If the doors are not level at the top then the
marquee will need pulling across at the top until the tops of the doors are
level, the easiest way to pull the top of the marquee across is to use a tie
down strap/stake at an angle (see diagrams below).

Once the doors are square the interior winding bolt can be fitted and
tightened to hold the framework in place.

The handles simply screw in place (with the small square bar slotted
between) and fit self adhesive velcro on either upright to hold the leg covers
in place.
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Guttering two marquees side by side

Unroll the gutter between the marquees. The gutter is longer than the marquee so decide which end you would like the extra material to go (most people have an equal 
amount at either end).

Starting in the middle of one marquee, cable tie the gutter to the eaves rail using the eyelets in the gutter. Sticking to this first marquee work your way out to the edges by
cable tying to the eaves rail – as you go tighten each cable tie a little less to allow for a fall in the water level of the gutter.

TIP: If you find the cable ties are not long enough simply connect 2 together (tail of one into the block of another).

Repeat the above process for the other marquee – remember to again start in the middle and try to avoid kinking the PVC (as this will stop water flow and create 
problems).

If you can pull the ends of the gutters out (rope to a tree for eg) then any water will be further away from the marquee and less likely to seep back under.

If you’re a neat and tidy person go along with wire cutters/scissors and trim the excess pulled through the cable ties.

If you want to check your handiwork put a hosepipe onto the roof and make sure no water comes through or sits in the gutter.

Congratulations, you have now weathered your marquee. 

Guttering two marquees end to end

Position the two marquees tight up against each other and simply throw the gutter over the top covering the join and tension down either
side to hold in place.

Anchoring several marquees connected together

On both sides: Use tie downs as per the tie down instructions

Down the joins: Knock a marquee stake in at either end of the marquee so that the hook of the stake pins the footplate to the floor.

DIY Marquees is a trading division of C & D King Ltd
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Downloadable Documents

Industry Contact List: http://www.diymarquees.co.uk/industrycontactlist.pdf password: thebestmarquees

A list of contacts in the marquee hire industry that can help start and run a hire business including specialist marquee hire insurance companies and marquee 
accessory suppliers.

Sample terms and conditions of hire:  http://www.diymarquees.co.uk/termsandconditions.pdf password: thebestmarquees

A copy of the terms and conditions of hire that we used for over 10 years running a marquee hire business.

Flammability test reports: http://www.diymarquees.co.uk/pvcflammability.pdf password: thebestmarquees
http://www.diymarquees.co.uk/liningflammability.pdf password: thebestmarquees

Copies of the flammability test reports confirming our materials confirm to British Standards for flammability.

Additional copies of instructions can be printed out from our downloads page: http://www.diymarquees.co.uk/downloads.php password: thebestmarquees
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